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DYNAMICS OF INTER-ETHNIC TENSIONS IN BULGARIA AND THE BALKANS 
By Krasimir Kanev 
Dr. Krasimir Kanev is a professor of sociology at the University of Sofia, Bulgaria. His speciaql 
interest is human rights and religious liberty in Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania. During the 
academic year 1996/97 he is a Pew Fellow at the Center for Human Rights, Columbia University, 
New York. This paper was first published in The Balkan Forum (Skopje, Macedonia), Vol. 4, 
No. 2 ( 15), June 1996, and is reprinted here with the permission of the author. 
In the past few years research into inter-ethnic relations has become one of the primary 
interests of Bulgarian sociolog�. In addition to the causes arising from the political relevance of 
this problem for Bulgaria and the Balkan region in general, this research interest has probably 
been. motivated oy the fact that this sphere of social inter-relations is in some ways the essential 
angle from which Bulgarian society can be perceived. The problem of ethnos is located in the 
origins of the national formation of all the 13alkan states, and all the region's political history has 
been centred around 11 
This parer !!L'ncra I izes the results of the research, under the title "The Ethno-Cultural 
Situation in Bulgan; t " L'Oilductcd dunng J<)().l_ a rroject which was assisted by the International 
Center for M inorit' l'n 1blc:ms and Cu It ural Interactions in Sofia. The research into the inter-ethnic 
tensions include� . ahP\ l" all. an anal� �1s nr ethnic rrejudices and social distance among the four 
basic groups. Bul!!; t n .t l h. ·l urJ.. ,. R<1111anic� ((iypsics), and Bulgarian Muslims. It also includes 
all analysis or thl· allillllk tO\\ ard ' t!Jl· llPrtlh rcrmittcd in declaring One'S ethnic identity and 
researches inter-et hilt, dlffl'rclll"l"' 111 till· �pll crc or general value orientations. The ethno-cultural 
situation in Bulgan. t " �l·t out Pit till· mtnnational plane with the basic accent on the Balkan 
context. 
With in tllv I r;lllll'\wrk , d a nH 1rc thorough. but thematically closer, analysis entitled 
"Relations ofCompat ihi lity and lncomratihility Between Christians and Muslims in Bulgaria, " and 
]] 
conducted as field research by Marketing-Consult-ODD during May 1 994; a set of questions was 
included with the aim of researching the inter-ethnic tensions among the four basic groups. The 
field research itself was conducted among five representative groups: the entire adult population 
in Bulgaria (a two-level cluster sample, selected on the stochastic principle, with 1161 
respondents); Bulgarians (a sample selected on the stochastic principle with 1044 respondents); 
Bulgarian Turks (a quota sample, with 1069 respondents); Romanies (a quota sample, witl1 939 
respondents), and Bulgarian Muslims (a quota sample, with 843 respondents). 1 Jn addition to this, 
within the framework of the BBSS Gallup International program for periodical analyses in several 
Balkan countries, sets of indicators were included in the field research )n Albania, Romania, and 
Macedonia during 1994. Comparative data from Greece were obtained from the research 
Minorilies in Greece of the Lambrakis Foundation conducted in 1993. 1n Turkey, the research 
was conducted among a sample of 1205 adults, chosen on the basis of sex and age quotas in 
stochastically determined clusters. In Romania, the BBSS Gallup International research was 
conducted in June 1994, among a stochastically chosen national sample, which included 1133 
adults. In Albania, the research was conducted in July 1994, among a stochastically chosen 
sample of 906 adults. In Macedonia, the analysis was also conducted in July 1994, among two 
separate samples--of 754 adult Maccdonians and 248 adult Albanians. The research into the 
dynamics of inter-ethnic tensions in Bulgaria used the analysis .from the Ethnocultural Situation 
in Bulgaria - 1992 project conducted in 1992.7 It a l so used data from already published similar 
research in other countril's of hu-_npl' and i\muica, as well as data from the National Statistical 
lnstitut�:. 
1i·lJr a more detailed lkscription of the methods applied in the entire research see Vruski na 
�m:m�s!UUl)�l mezhdu hnsti!t!!i i ill.) u:ib) ulinmui .\ Bult;aria (Relations of Compatibility and 
Incompatibility Bctwel'n Christians and Muslims in Bulgaria}, (Sofia: MTsPMKB, 1994), pp. 166-
167. 
;l·or mon: details on thl' n:sults or this research, sec Zh. Georgi Tomova, M Grekova, K. 
Kune\·. "Nyakoi rezultati to izslcdvaneto F!nokul!urna silualsiya v Bulgaria" (Some Results from 
the Analysis 'llw /:'!lmo-cul!ura/ ,\'i!ualion in Hulgaria). Sotsiologicheski pregled (Sociological 
Rcviev.:). No.3, 1993 
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1. Inter-ethnic Tensions Among Bulgarians, Turks, Romanies, and Bulgarian Muslims in 
Bulgaria 
The analysis of the inter-ethnic tensions was conducted within the framework of field 
research carried out during May 1994 by including a series of indicators for evaluating prejudices 
and social distance according to standardized methods adapted to the Bulgarian cultural context. 
A) Prejudices against the basic minority groups 
According to Allport's definition of 1954, negative ethnic prejudice is "aversion, based on 
wrong and persistent generalization. lt can either be felt only, or expressed as well. 1t can be 
directed towards the group as a whole or towards the individual, because he or she is a member 
of this group."3 In the survey conducted in 1994 in Bulgaria, the respondents were asked to 
confirm or reject a series of statements on a five-grade scale, in accordance with Lickart's 
methods, which were expressions of incorrect generalizations, ascribing characteristics to the entire 
group regardless of individual differences within it. The statements express the most frequent 
conceptual stereotypes through the prism of which the other group is observed. 
a) Turks 
Negative ethnic prejudices against Turks are the strongest among Bulgarians (Table 1 ). 
Among Romanies and Bulgarian Muslims they are much weaker, being weakest among Bulgarian 
Muslims. 
Table 1 
Negative ethnic preiudices against Turks 
<).-(, positive answers: I - co m p letely agreeing, 2 - mostly agreeing 
Bulgari ans Bulg a r i an Romanies 
There are s ome exceptions 
but, i n  general, all Turk[; 
are a l i k e  
Turks are rel 1gious fanat1cs 
Bulgar1an Turk�; cannot 
trusted or counted on 
----- · ------
be· 
Muslims 
1 2 1 2 
42.7 24.9 28.6 21.7 
51.8 20.5 20.7 19.5 
37.9 24.4 12.1 19.0 
'Gordon Allport, The Nature of P rejud ice, (Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1966), p. 9. 
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1 2 
32.7 23.6 
33.4 20.9 
21.6 19.3 
Compared to 1992, there is a reduction of the number of respondents, mainly Bulgarians, 
who share two of the basic prejudices against the Turks--those of "similarity" and "religious 
fanaticism"· (Table 2).4 Perhaps what has contributed to this was the active role of the DPS 
(Movement for Rights and Freedoms, a political party of most of the Muslims in Bulgaria) on the 
political scene. The image of the Turk as a world politician replaced the linage of the Turk as 
a "religious fanatic," and the differences in the political position of the DPS, here also including 
the period following the field research, including during the time of the work on the terrain, 
dissolved the idea of the monolithic character the Turks. As can be seen below, this does not 
necessarily mean a more tolerant attitude towards their minority rights. 
Table 2 
Dynamics of .some negative ethnic prejudices against Turks 
% positive answers (for 1994 - generally "completely agreeing" + "mostly agreeing") 
Bulgarians Bulgarian Romanies 
Muslims 
1992 1994 1992 1994 1992 1994 
There are s ome excepti ons 
but, in general, all Turks 
are alike 79.5 67.6 43.8 50 .3 56.1 56.3 
Turks are religious fanatics 83.8 72.3 62.9 40 .2 61.4 54.3 
Among Bulgarian Muslims. the fall of the number of those who shared the prejudice about 
t he " re l igio us fanat ic ism" of t he Turks was espec i a l ly sharp. This fall is a result of the weakening 
of ethnic prejudices and not of an  increase in religiousness among the Bulgarian Muslims, whic·h 
remained on the level of I 992. 
b)Bulgarian Muslims 
The ne gat ive pr ejud ices against this group arc also strongest among Bulgarians (Table 3) 
'1;\ l l data for 1992 arc taken fr om the analysis The Dhno-cultura15'ituation in Bulgaria- 1992. 
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Table 3 
Negative ethnic prejudices against Bulgarian Muslims 
% positive answers: 1 - completely agreeing, 2 - mostly agreeing 
Bulgarians Turks Romanies 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
Bulgarian Muslims are 
religious fanatics 20 .5 1 6.6 8.3 1 0 .6 1 1 .2 1 0 .7 
Bulgarian Muslims cannot 
be trusted or counted on 1 5.1 1 5.4 4.4 6.1 9.1 9.1 
There are s ome exceptions 
but, in general, all 
Bulgarian Mus lims are 
alike 27 .0 1 9.5 1 2.0 1 1 .4 1 9.4 1 1 .9 
Again, the difference among Bulgarians, on the one hand, and Turks and Romanies, on 
the other, is much greater. Generally speaking, however, the degree of preconception among Bul­
garians. Turks. and Romanies against Bulgarian Muslims is lower than the degree of 
preconception among Bulgarians, Bulgarian Muslims, and Romanies against the Turkish 
community. What can also be noticed is a general tendency towards a reduction in the 
preconception against this group. 
The analysis of the attitude towards Bulgarian Muslims has always been faced with a great 
per cent of refusals or answers of the "I do not knov.•" type regarding this regional community, 
contacts with which arc sporadic for the majority of Bulgarian citizens. In analysing the prejudices 
within the framework of the research project The 1<.-"thno-cultural Situation in Bulgaria of 1992, 
there was no possibility of answering "I do not know, " and only refusals to answer were 
registered. The following survey provided such a possibility. As a result of this, the answers of 
the 'I do not know' type or 'no answer' with regard to Bulgarian Muslims in 1994 were about 35% 
among Bulgarians. about 45% among Turks, and more than 50% among Romanies. During 1992, 
refusals were about 17% among Bulgarians and Romanies and I 0% among Turks. On the basis 
of this. the data concerning certain negative ethnic prejudices against Bulgarian Muslims (Table 
4) reveal, on the plane of the general weakening tendency, a stronger persistence of prejudices 
among Bulgarians and Romanies. Perhaps the campaign against the "Turkization" or 
"lslamicization" of Bulgarian Muslims at the end of 1992 and throughout 1993 produced this 
rcsu It. together with other things. 
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Table 4 
Dynamics of some negative ethnic prejudices against Bulgarian Muslims 
% positive answers (for 1994 - "completely agreeing" + "mostly agreeing") 
Bulgari ans Turks Romanies 
1992 1994 1992 1994 1992 1994 
Bulgarian Musl i ms cannot be 
trusted or counted on 28.5 30 .5 18.4 10 .5 26.6 18.2 
Bulgarian Mus l i ms are 
relig i ous fanat i cs 49.5 37.1 37.0 18.9 38.4 21.9 
There are some excepti ons 
but, in general, all 
Bulgarian Mus l i ms are ali ke 67.8 46.5 59.7 23.4 52.5 31.3 
C) Romanies 
The analysis registered a comparatively high degree of preconception against Romanies 
among tht: thrt:e rt:maininl-! basic groups. Bulgarians, Turks, and Bulgarian Muslims (Table 5). 
Table 5 
X£'gative ethnic pn�judices against Romanies 
% positive answt:rs: I - completely agreeing, 2 - mostly agreeing 
HuJ�F1rians Turks Bulgarian 
Muslims 
' -, 1 2 1 2 "'· 
Romanies are lazy an�: St• . l "2 7 . 7  41.6 27.1 44.5 30 .4 
irrespon s i b l e  
Roman 1 e s  are i nc l l :.· · :: 
t owards o ffenceE' l· f' . l "23.1 49.3 31.1 54.2 26.9 
Roman ies cannot !J. : _.::: ed 
or counted on :l.:;. 4 43.4 30 .1 49.2 24.9 
The values of thL-�L· prt"IIJdJcL·� arL· rn1k'h l11�hLT than the values ofthose against Turks and 
Bul!,!arian Muslims. \dlJch " t·�rwcJ;
.
t l h \ hrhk 111 lht· indicator which is common to all three 
groups. Amon!! tht:st:. rL·tu�.d, tP aJb\\l"f .uv thL· ka�l or. individually speaking, in 9 cases out 
or I() it i" an t:Xprt:ssiPil ,, , fHL"(IJdJCl' 
Tht: high value� PI lliL" prqudJcL·� a�aubl I<Pmanit:s, viewed in general, can be noticed 
with time (Table 6). 
I X 
Table 6 
Dynamics of some negative ethnic prejudices against Romanies 
% positive answers (for 1994: generally "completely agreeing" + "mostly agreeing") 
Bulgarians Turks Bulgarian 
Muslims 
1 992 1 994 1 992 1 994 1 992 1 994 
Romanies are lazy and 
irrespons ible 85.2 83.8 74.6 69.3 88.3 74.9 
Romanies are inclined 
t owards o ffences 90.3 91 .1 86.9 80.4 92.3 81.1 
There are s ome 
exception s  but, in 
general, all Romanies 
are alike 90.1 85.3 81 .6 5.8 90.7 73.5 
There is a certain decline among Turks and Bulgarian Muslims, but this is a result of the 
greater percentag.c of those who did not express any categorical opinion because of the new option 
of answering "I cannot judg.c" in the survev of 1994. 
B) Social distance 
The social distance among the different groups is measured by means of the standard test 
of Bogardus, appro bated in the research project The Ethno-cultural Situation in Bulgaria of 1992, 
and adapted to thL· Bul �arian cult ura I context. The order of the issues was determined with regard 
to the attitude of thrl'l· ,I(· the basic )..!.roups tllllards Romanies, according to the falling frequency 
of the neg.ativc ansi\LT� In the thi� survc\ .  the order was determined in accordance with the 
Bu l garian cultural c• lllll':>.t 
a) Social distal/c(' /rul/i I urk.1 
The data ;Ji,, 1111 1 hL· soc1a I d JStancL· from Turks (Table 7) reveal, generally speaking, 
strong.er tcndenciL'' 1••1\;u·d� dl'>lancnl� ;un'"'� Bulg.arians, than among the other two minority 
groups (Bulg.ari;1 11 \1''''"1" and 1\••Jll,llliL' ' lhL'\ also reveal a stable level of the tendencies 
towards distam:in).' l�<•ti1 .tlllOil).' Hul).'.tflalh and anwng. Bulgarian Muslims and Romanies in cases 
where the issue " "' lllllTilLT-..,lll;tl �,.·,�mpatlhility (marriage, personal friendship, colleagues). 
llowever, when l'PL'  htcncc un a �..·L·rta 111 tcmtory (the same neighborhood, town, country) is in 
quest ion. one can ll••llcL' dccrL·a�L' 111 r he tendencies towards distancing from Turks among all the 
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remaining groups. The explanation of this can be sought in two directions (which deserve 
independent additional analysis): estrangement from the neighboring community as a general ten­
dency in the development of social relations in the past four years, and the fact that, during the 
economic crisis, a great number of Turks managed to find a way out (mainly through emigration 
and support from their relatives in Turkey), and did not relate to any kind deviant behavior. 
marry a Turk 
have a Turk f o r  a 
l i ve i n  the s ame 
n e ighborhood w i th 
work at the s a me 
Turks 
l i ve i n  the s ame 
Turks 
l ive ln the same 
with Turks 
Table 7 
Social Distance from Turks 
% negative answers 
Bulgari ans 
1992 1994 
80 .8 82.9 
friend 38.7 41.0 
Turks 41.2 31.2 
f i rm w i th 
17 .6 22.1 
town w i th 
31.4 20 .3 
country 
26.S 13.4 
h1 .)ocwf dtS{li/IC(' fro/11 f/u/garW/1 Afusftlll.l' 
Bulgarian Romanies 
Muslims 
1992 1994 1992 1994 
41.3 49 . 0 48.6 47.2 
17 .8 18.9 25.5 24.1 
19.8 10.8 39.9 •18.2 
6.4 7 .4 9.8 12.2 
14.2 6.3 31.4 11.2 
14.3 7.0 25.5 9.2 
Th e d ata about Bul!,!. ari an M usli ms  (T able 8) re veal, generally speaking, stronger 
te nde nc ies to ward s  d istanci ng among B ul!,!. arians, th an among Turks and Romanies. 
marry a Bulgarian 
Tahk S 
,)'ocial disrance from Hulgarian Muslims 
01o negativ e ans we rs 
Bu.lgarjan s  Turks 
: CJCJ:' 1994 1992 
Mu�;l1m BO. ·l 76.7 61.2 
have Bulga rian Mu!.; l1 m�: Cl!.) 
f riend�; ·1 G. 6 3S. 2 18.9 
l ive in the same 
neighborhood wit.h 
Bulgar i an Mus l i m�; 40.1 21 .6 26.9 
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Romani es 
1994 1992 1994 
64.9 65.9 57.5 
27.0 37 .9 30 .6 
8.4 34.7 22.3 
work at the s a me firm with 
Bulgarian Muslims 21.8 1 6 . 5  6.2 6 . 7  1 6 . 3  1 7.4 
live in the s ame place 
with Bulgarian Muslims 2 8 .4 14.3 1 7. 8  5 . 8  26.3 
live in the s ame country 
with Bulgarian Mus lims 1 9. 3  1 1. 3  1 4 . 5  4 . 6  1 5 . 7  
They also display a tendency towards reducing the distancing tensions regarding this group 
among all the basic groups of the population, and the decrease is the greatest among Bulgarians. 
If one excludes the traditionally problematic relations with Turks, with regard to their endogamy, 
Turks can be pointed out as the group most tolerant towards Bulgarian Muslims. There is a 
considerable decrease in the distance both from Bulgarian Muslims and from Turks, relating to 
the possibilities of mutual co-existence compared to the distance related to the possibilities of 
personal contacts. 
c).C.,'ocia! distance .fi"om Romanies 
Of all the analyzed minority groups, Romanies are obviously the most rejected one (Table 
9). 
Table 9 
,C.,'ocia! distance from Romanies 
% negative answers 
Bulga r i a ns Bulgarian Turks 
Muslims 
5.4 
3.0 
1992 1994 1 9 92 1 9 94 1 9 92 1 9 94 
ma r ry a Romany 89.0 9 3 . 8  7 8. 0  9 3. 6  8 7. 8  94.0 
have Romani e!; a<· .. 
fr i ends 64 . J 6 9 . 0  6 0 . 2  6 7. 5  4 7. 7  6 6.6 
l1 ve l!1 t hE: samE.: 
n elghbo rhood Wlth 
Roma n i e�; 62. 7 5 8 . 8  4 1.4 5 4 . 7  4 9. 0  4 6.5 
work at t he :,arne i 1 rm 
with Romani C[' 38. 8 4 8.3 3 7.3 4 0. 0  20.3 3 7. 6  
l1ve i n  t he !.;a me town 
wit h  Romanic!; 4 8. :: 3 8.2 3 5. 9  3 4 . 5  3 1 . 5  3 1. 9  
l i v e  i n  t h e  same 
coun t ry wi t h  Romanie�; 
34.2 2 7 . 9  21.5 23.7 20 . 7  1 8.4 
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In this, the distancing tendencies are strong both among the majority group and among 
Turks and Bulgarian Muslims. These values are higher among Bulgarians than among Turks and 
Bulgarian Muslims, just as in the cases of the other two minority groups. During the last two 
years, there has been an increase in the distancing tendencies among Bulgarians regarding the 
possibility of mutual coexistence, and decrease regarding the possibility of mutual coexistence on 
a certain territory. Among Turks and Bulgarian Muslims there is a general increase in the 
distancing tendencies, which in some cases is drastic (e.g. regarding the possibility of having 
Romanies as friends and working together at the same firm among the Turks). 
d) Social distance from Bulgarians 
The distancing tendencies among the minority groups regarding Bulgarians (Table 1 0) are 
. weaker than the same tendencies among Bulgarians regarding both of these groups, and the other 
minority groups living among them. Considerable social distance can be noticed mainly in the 
relations connected to endogamy. With regard to all the other questions, they are of 
insignificantly small values. 
Table 10 
,)'ocial distance from Bulgarians 
% negative answers 
Bul g a r i an Turks Roma n i e s  
Mus l ims 
1 992 1 994 1 992 1 994 1 992 1 994 
ma rry a Bul g a r i an 33.4 40.2 63.4 65.7 40.5 34.0 
have a Bulg a r i an for a 
fri end 9.0 6.0 1 1 .0 1 6.3 1 1 .3 6.9 
l i ve in t he s ame neigh-
borhood w i t h  Bul g a r i ans 1 7 .7 0.9 23.2 1 .7 32.0 2.4 
work a t  t he s ame fi rm wi th 
Bulgar i a ns 2.5 0.6 1 .5 0.9 2.4 1 .1 
l i ve in t he s ame t own wi t h  
Bulg a r i ans 1 3.9 0.2 1 3.3 1 .1 24.1 1 .1 
l i ve in t he s ame count ry 
w i t h  Bulg a r i ans 5 .6 0.2 1 1 .3 1 .0 1 7 .2 1 .3 
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2. Differences in Attitude Towards the Norms Permitted in Declaring One's Ethnic Identity 
The three basic minority groups in Bulgaria, which were the subject of the analysis, can 
be divided into two sub-groups: Turks on the one hand, a community with an underlined feeling 
for their own identity, which was intensified by the attacks following the period of the forceful 
campaign for their renaming in I 984/85. Romanies and Bulgarian Muslims, on the other, which 
have always had identity problems that have in different periods given different results. 
Consequently, both of these sub-groups are supposed to have different attitudes towards the norms 
permitted in declaring one's ethnic identity. 
]] ). 
This hypothesis is confirmed by the analysis of the attitude towards minority rights (Table 
Table 1 1  
Attitude toward\· the minority rights 
% negative answers 
Bul g a rians Bulgarian Turks Romanies 
Mus l ims 
1992 1994 1992 1994 1992 1994 1992 1994 
create 
o rganizations 
and a s s oc iations 
for fo ste ring 25.5 20 .8 7 .7 6.3 1.9 1.1 5.0 3.2 
and deve l opment 
of their cul ture 
pub l is h  boob; 
and othe r 
editions in 39.6 43.4 13.3 16.2 1.9 1.5 11.2 10.8 
their mother-
tongue 
study their own 
l anguage in 
pub l ic s choo l s 59.7 66.7 31.1 30 .6 4.1 2.3 17 .5 19.5 
study their own 
l a nguage ln 
p rivate s cho o l s - - 24.8 - - 15.6 - - - 10.7 - - 15.5 
study a l l  s chool 
subjects in 
their own 
mother-tongue 82.6 82.1 52.6 63.3 47 .5 50.0 38.9 49.0 
have their own 
repre-s entative s 
in the Nationa l 
Ass emb l y  34.2 36.9 7 .8 8.2 2.9 0 .9 7 .3 4.1 
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have their own 
repres enta-tives 
in local 
authority bodies - - 4 0. 0  - - 1 1. 5  - - - - - -
have a right to 
hang signs in 
their own 
language in 
public places in - - 84.1 - - 5 6. 5  - - 3 1. 3  - -
the paces they 
live in and the 
surroundings 
have their own 
political 
parties 6 2 . 6  64.7 - - 28.6 3 3. 6  7 . 7  1 9. 9  
have a right to 
territoral 
autonomy 9 0.5 9 3 .3 6 8 . 5  7 9. 9  52. 9 52. 9 5 3. 5  
On the one hand, there is a noticeable difference between the attitude of Bulgarians, which 
is mo re restric t ive. and that uf any of th e m i no ri ty g. ro ups, but, on the other, within the framework 
of the m inor i ty groups thcrL' is a dif erenc e  between Turks, among whom restrictive tendencies 
have the lowest values, and Bulgarian Muslims and Romanies, among whom these tendencies, in 
general, have somewhat h ig. her values. The differences and the restrictive tendencies among the 
majo ri ty and the minor i t! co m m u n it ies arc p art ic ul arly strong regarding the rights which have on 
one l evel o r  ano th er been !,!U aranteed <d read) . e i th er co nst it utionally and legally or factually. From 
a ck arly soc io-pol i t ic al pu1nt pf \ ic\\. fKThaps nlllSl d isturbing is the increase in the already large 
number of B ul garians. cnmparcd tu I lJ92. \\ IHl arc ag. a inst the possibility that the members of 
m ino ri ty co m m un i t ies stud� their o\\' n l ang. ua!,!CS i n  p uhl ic schools, as well as the great difference 
between th is  number and tilL· rc,pecti\ c nun1hn uf l urb. These increasing differences no doubt 
co nta in a potenti al fo r iniL'I·L·tlullc tcnsllllh 
The picture re\ ca kd "' mtn-etllllll. d 1fkrcnccs in the attitude towards minority rights has 
its p arall el in inter-ethn1c d 11 kr L'lll'L'  111 1 ilL· alllllllk "l\\ ards the possibility of their participation 
i n  pol i t ic s  and tow ards SPill<' lll••tL' Sf1L·,·It-�. p.>i111.:al rl!lhts. Asked about the possibility of voting 
f\1r a member o f  c erta i n  L'llin1, �·r,>up. 11 l1c·, •r ,IJL· 1' pr•llllOied hy the party they favor (Table 12), 
B ulg. arians rev eal a g.rL'akl ln,luJall•'l' !ll\\,1rd, nq!all\l' answers regarding the members of 
m i no ri ty g. roup s. comparL·,I ,,, lhL· latkr '' 1111 rq!;1ni Ill H ulg. arians. The difference in this is 
approximately I 0 to I� lllllL'  g. realL'r ( rCJH:ral l� sp eak ing, however, the inclination towards 
negat ive answ ers reg. ard Ill!! 1111-. issuL· '' a� reduc ed m c ompariso n to I 992, signifying that there 
w as a greater poss ih il it! of b,1th Bulg. an ans and the members of the minority groups politically 
supporting people from (lthn g. roup s. 
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4.5 
3 9.4 
2 0.2 
5 7. 0  
Table 12 
"If the party you favor promotes a suitable (competent, creditable) candidate at the following 
regional elections, will you vote for him/her, if he/she is a: 
% negative answers 
Bulgarians Bulgarian Turks Roman i es 
Muslims 
1 9 92 1 9 94 1 9 92 1 9 94 1 9 92 1 9 94 1 9 92 1 9 94 
Bulgarian - - - - 7 . 9  3.3 1 0 . 8  6 . 0  12 . 6  3.2 
Bulgarian 64 . 3  54.8 - - - - 3 1. 5  6 . 8  5 1.6 27.5 
Mus lim 
Turk 6 6 . 0  64 . 2  26.6 23.3 - - - - 4 0.4 32.5 
Romany 
(average for 
Mus lims and 
Christians) 8 1 . 7  6 8.3 5 7.2 4 3. 0  54.2 3 1 . 8  -- --
The analysis uf th e at t i tude to wards the possibility that a member of some of the minority 
groups ass ume a cer ta in du t\ (T abl e  ll) reveals very strong negative tendencies among 
Bu l gari ans . 
Table 13 
A) Bulgarians' attitude tmmrd the [JO.\'sihi/itv that a member of some of the m inority groups 
assume a certain duty 
'}" disagreeing 
Po l i ce Army 
Superi nt endent Officer Minister 
Bulg a r i a n  f\1u!; . : r: 6 4 . 7  6 5 . 0  6 6 . 3  
Turk 7 8 . 8  7 6. 7  7 6.4 
Romany Chr 1 �:: . .  t:. 81.1 7 7 . 8  7 9.2 
Romany Mus l  1 r�· 82.4 7 9. 6  8 0. 7  
H ;  Hulgarian Mwi""' · <�IIJtucl,· lt'"'mf, 1/i,· {lossihility that a member of some of the minority 
gr''"!'' a.\\11111£' a certain duty 
",, d Jsa!!rccing 
Police 
:·�:peri nt endent Army Officer M i n i s ter 
Bulgari a n  f\'· · ·  .. ;�. 9 2. 9 4.6 
Turk 29.7 2 5 . 8  3 3.4 
Romany Chr 1 �;: l d:: 5 8 . 8  52 . 5  5 8. 6  
Romany Mus l i n� 5 7 . 9  5 1. 9  5 8. 9  
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C) Turks' attitude towards the possibility that a member of some of the minority groups 
assume a certain duty 
% disagreeing 
Police 
Superintendent Army Officer Minister 
Bulgarian Muslim 3.5 3 .4 3.9 
Turk 2.1 2.7 2.8 
Romany Christian 4 3.1 3 9. 3  4 1.3 
Romany Mus lim 42 . 4  3 8. 5  4 0.6 
D) Romanies' attitude towards the possibility that a member of some of the minority groups 
assume a certain duty 
% disagreeing 
Police 
Superintendent Army Officer Minister 
Bulgarian Muslim 26.7 24. 6  27.5 
Turk 34.4 32.9 3 5.6 
Romany Christian 15.3 1 3 . 9  1 5. 9  
Romany Mus lim 28.1 26.3 29.0 
With regard to this attitude, tolerance towards the other minority groups in general is the 
greatest among Romanies. and especially among the Turks towards the Bulgarian Muslims. Also 
charactl..!ristic is the highl:- negative altitude among Romanies towards the possibility that a 
Romarl\ assume a certain duty. Such tendencies towards "self-r�jection" develop among the 
minorit;. groups of the hmest socia l stratum which arc at the same time marginalised and placed 
in a position of ultimate dependence and. along with this. included in the values of the society to 
the degree of developing a s la\'ery syndrome. Similar tendencies among black Americans at the 
beginning of the 50s contributed to the appearance of a wide-spread social movement for civil 
rights. 
The separation. regarding this issue. of the atti!llde towards Romany Christians from that 
towards Romany Muslim-, giH·s an opportunit:- l(lr evaluating the role of the religious factor in 
the formation of inter-ethnic tensions. This ro le. as far as the attitude towards Romanies is 
concerned. is irrele,·ant both l(lr Bulgarians. and l(lr Bulgarian Muslims and Turks--the basic 
tendenc) is determined h:- the image of the Romany as a representative of a certain ethnos. 
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3. Inter-Ethnic Differences in Behavioural Tolerance and in Some Basic Value Orientations 
Behavioral tolerance, unlike inter-ethnic tolerance, can be measured by the attitude towards 
certain forms of behavior, regardless of whether they come from members of certain ethnic groups 
or not. Similar to the case of ethnic tolerance, its degrees vary depending on the form of behavior 
which is subjected to evaluation. The following survey invites the respondents to express, on a 
three-grade scale, their attitude towards certain forms of behavior. The members of other ethnic 
groups, foreigners and atheists are added to the list of the forms of behavior for comparison (Table 
14). 
Table 14 
Inter-ethnic differences in behavioral tolerance 
% of the respondents, who do not want to have anything to do with such people 
Bulgarian 
Bulgarians Muslims Turks Romanies 
People conv icte d of 62.8 6 3. 5  6 5. 6  4 7.4 
crimi na l  offe nce s 
People o f  other ethnic 1 6. 8  7. 6 5.4 4 . 3  
groups 
Alcoholics 5 5. 6  4 4 . 7  4 1. 5  34.0 
Communi s ts 12.8 14.1 2 0 . 5  8.7 
E x t reme anti- Commun i s t  1 8. 9  1 6 . 5  1 8. 8  14.8 
Mentally ill people 2 7 .6 23.4 23.2 23.0 
People of ot her religion 1 0.3 3 . 0  4 . 5  4 . 7  
We s tern foreigners 7 .3 5.7 5 . 7  5 . 7  
Third-world foreigners 1 6 . 9 12 . 0  1 0.3 14.2 
D rug addi cu; 7 8.8 7 5. 5  74.4 7 1.2 
Homos exuals 8 0. 3  7 9. 5  7 9.4 72.1 
Presti tut e�; 7 8.6 7 7. 0  7 4 . 5  6 5.1 
People infe�:t.ed by l\IDS 7 1.3 72.6 74.5 7 1.4 
Religious f ana t. j C[; 70.7 4 6. 1  4 8. 5  54.1 
Atheists 10.1 1 9. 9  1 8 . 8  9.7 
The analysi� of the resulh shows general ly somewhat higher values of the negative 
attitude towards the l isted deviant f(mns or behavior among Bulgarians, compared to the results 
regarding the basic minority groups. The differences between the majority and the minority 
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communities regarding this issue are much smaller than the differences in inter-ethnic tensions. 
This can also be seen when one compares the differences in the answers about "people of other 
ethnic groups" and the answers regarding the remaining groups. Among Romanies, the values of 
the attitude towards different forms of deviant social behavior are, in general, the lowest, 
compared to the values regarding the remaining groups. 
The analysis of restrictive tendencies regarding the basic rights and freedoms (Table 15) 
divides the surveyed groups into two sub-groups--Bulgarians and Bulgarian Muslims on the one 
hand, with a relatively high degree of restrictive tendencies, and Turks and Romanies, on the 
other, with a relatively lower degree of restrictive tendencies. 
Table 1 5  
Attitude toward\· the democratic rights and freedoms 
"Will you personally awee that some democratic rights and freedoms be restricted for some 
time to impose order and security and stabilize the economy?" 
% agreeing 
Yes, completely Partially, yes 
Bulgari ans 4 4 . 0  2 7 . 9  
Bulgarian Musli ms 4 6. 1  2 7 . 3  
Turks 2 7 . 6  22.2 
Roma n i e s  38.9 24 . 6  
What functions among the lurks--the only surveyed group in which less than half of the 
respondents have expressed some form of restrictive tendencies--is probably the syndrome of the 
"revival process" (the name-changing campaign of the Turks in Bulgaria during the Communist 
period), which makes clear the picture of what the restriction of the democratic rights and 
freedoms means. 
The other characteristic indicator of peaceful tendencies is the general feeling about the 
place of the individual in th�: world (Table 16). 
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Table 16 
General feeling regarding the individual's place in the surrounding world 
% of those who answered positively to each of the statements 
The world is becoming more In 30 years, I will live 
and more hostile and in a better world 
dangerous 
Bulgarians 71.5 28.5 
Bulgarian Muslims 79.3 20.6 
Turks 81.0 19.0 
Romanies 78.0 22.0 
The table shows a high level of frustration among all basic groups. No doubt, the stress 
caused by transition with all of its accompanying effects--economic crisis, growth of crime, 
change of the life-style of great masses of people is the basic factor which contributes to the fact 
that a large number of people sec the world as hostile and dangerous. In this, what is char­
acteristic of the minority groups surveyed in general is the higher level of frustration than that of 
the majority community--a phenomenon which was observed by surveyors as early as the 50s as 
highly specific to discriminated minorities.5 
The generally high level of frustration, together with strong restrictive attitudes and 
behavioral intolerance. explains the strong support for the death penalty among all the groups 
surveyed (Table 17). 
Table 17 
Murder E spionage Rape Theft 
Bulgarians 91.4 63.2 83.7 39.3 
Bulgarian Muslims 91.1 54.4 81.0 28.3 
Turks 85.3 55.0 75.5 25.4 
Romanies 82.3 50.3 73.9 28.1 
Representatives o f  the adult 90.9 61.7 82.7 37.6 
population 
)Cf P. Mussen, "Difference Between the TAT Responses of Negro and White Boys", Journal 
of Consult in� Psychology, 1 7 ( 1953 ). 
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The level of support is so high because the number of supporters of this sentence for theft 
in Bulgaria--an offence which in Europe has not been punished with death for centuries--is as 
large as the overall number of its supporters in some European countries. Repressive tendencies 
regarding this issue are stronger, among Bulgarians. than among the basic minority groups. The 
greatest leniency (though not when theft is the issue!) can be seen among Romanies. 
4. Differences within the Bulgarian Community 
Research into differences regarding inter-ethnic tendencies and general value orientations 
within the Bulgarian community deserves special attention, because the status of the minority 
groups in the society mostly depends on the readiness of the majority to provide opportunities for 
a certain form of integration. The sample of Bulgarians gives an opportunity to follow internal 
differences only among relatively large groups, such as, for instance, the sexes and political 
affiliations. What deserves special attention is the analysis of internal group differences between 
people who maintain nwn: permanent forms of contact with members of minority groups and 
people who form their attitudes without any contacts with the other groups. 
The differences among Bulgarians with regard to their sex reveal, generally speaking, 
more ethno-centric attitudes among women than among men. The differences are the greatest 
(about 1 0%) in the sphere of social distance, both regarding the issues of compatibility and the 
issues of incompatibility (I ahk Iii). 
Table IS 
Socw/ dllt,rn, .,. amoll}.!. Hulgarian.' ll"lfh regard to their sex 
0;o nq1at1ve answers 
have Turks as frJ•.·:.:. 
ll ve in the same ll• . ::. : ·.: l"!lOC:c: • ... ·.: :: Tt:: r: :: 
have Romanies af: ' ·  · : .  : .  
live in the sam(' : . ·  ·A .�:::. n . t:�1CS 
Men Women 
35.6 47.4 
28.3 34.9 
66.4 73.3 
59.6 59.7 
In their attitulk t .. ,,.mJ, Jllllh>n t' n�hh. h ere also including political ones, these 
difll:rcnc<:s arc about:' rx-r ,en! H,,th l�trl�.rnan nrcn and wom<:n arc, generally speaking, more 
negatively disposed ttmard, R,ll nal JL' · tha n to\\ards Bulgarian Muslims and Turks, but the 
difTt:rcnces in their negatr1 L' a tlrllllks. al tlllllJgh anHliJg women they arc greater in all cases, are 
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greater towards Turks than towards Romanies. Also stronger among women are negative attitudes 
towards different forms of deviant behavior. Generally speaking, women also express more con­
servative value orientations and have a more pessimistic, more stressful view of the future. 
The research into differences in political affiliations is possible only among the supporters 
of the two basic political powers--BSP (the Bulgarian Socialist Party) and SDS (Union of the 
Democratic Forces). With regard to Romanies, there are no statistically significant differences in 
the inter-ethnic attitudes regarding many of the issues. With regard to other issues, there are more 
negative attitudes among the supporters of the SDS. With regard to Turks and the remaining 
minority groups, the supporters of the BSP, most generally, express stronger ethnocentrism and 
more restrictive attitudes than the supporters of the SDS (see Table 19). 
Table 19 
Social distance among Hu/garians with regard to their political affiliation 
% negative answers 
BSP SDS 
have Turks a s  fri ends 45.4 39.6 
,. 
l i ve i n  the same neighborhood wi t h  Turks 35.8 30.6 
have Romani e�; a s  fri ends 67.6 69.4 
li ve i n  the flilill(' neighbo rhood wit h  Roman i es 58.6 63.4 
The dirt\:rL"lk'L"" arc cspccJall: weal in the group of indicators which evaluate the attitude 
towards .Jews. "I okrancL' towards .lc\\ s. regarding the possibility of voting for a .Jew, is about 1 5-
20% higher amon1-' tile -.upporter-. pf' tile SI >S. The SDS supporters express more liberal value 
orientations and t!rL·atn beha \ 1ora I !1 1krancc. The difference in the feeling of stress caused by the 
present and of pc-.-,Jil l J-..111 rc)!.ardlll)-' tilL· f 'uturc 1s about 20% in favor of greater optimism among 
the supporter-. oltk '-I>'-
The result, , >1 tilL· a11a h � 1, rn L';il a L· crtain form of dependence of inter-ethnic attitudes 
on the social cont;,, 1 .llthlll1-' thL· tnclllhLT" ,,f thc separate groups. There is a lack of indicators 
which can cstimatL· tilL· L·fll.·L·t PI thL· ulll(;lch 111 general, regardless of the form. However, it can 
be c laimed with cL·rtaull: that -.uch cPntach a». for instance. home visits paid to the members of 
other groups contnhtJtL· "'a lkc rca -.L· 111 llltLT-cthnic tensions. Among the respondents who have 
visited member-, pf thL· other )!roup-,. prejudices arc rarer, the social distance is smaller, the general 
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attitude towards minority rights is not so restrictive and the value orientations are more liberal. 
The effects of home visits differ both with regard to each of the minority groups and with regard 
to the different kinds of attitude. Nevertheless, they are always positive. 
5. The Ethno-Cultural Situation in Bulgaria within the International Context 
A) The general context 
The inevitability of comparing the ethno-cultural situation in Bulgaria with the situation 
. in other countries has created fruitful results, providing an opportunity for qualitative evaluations. 
There arc ethnic prejudices, social distance, and restrictive attitudes of all kinds in all countries 
and among all peoples. Everywhere, ethnic and religious minorities, groups identified with some 
form of deviant culture. arc an object of hatred, and sometimes of discrimination by groups and 
institutions which arc representatives of the basic cultural model. Therefore, they develop forms 
. 
. 
of protection, here often including the cultivation of prejudices against the majority. The 
qualitatiw evaluation of a certain situation cannot be expressed otherwise but as an evaluation of 
the degree of approach to or alienation from certain cultural models, which serve as examples 
(which docs not mean that the latter must necessarily exist in reality). 
� 
Periodical analysis of the tendencies in European countries, Canada and the USA, 
conducted during 1990 and 190 I, has revealed, generally speaking, higher ethnic intolerance 
among. the adult population or Eastern Europe than among that of the western countries. Of all 
surq:ycd Eastern European countries the values in Bulgaria are among the highest (Table 20). 
Tabk 20 
'fiJ/erance to11·ard' th<' flt'IIJII<' ol differ('/// rae<' and toward\· Muslims in some Eastern­
l�urof}('OII countries6 
% or the negative answers to the quest ion whether the rspondents would like to have as their 
ncig.hhors thl.' f(J ifowing: 
People of di fferent race Muslims 
The Czech Republic 23.9 22.4 
Eastern Ge rmany 13.3 22.2 
c.p_ Ester, 1.. l lalman. R. (!\.'Moor. Thl.' lndividualizin!J, Society: Value Change in Europe and 
North America, (Pittsburgh: Pittsburg.h University Press, 1993), p. 211. 
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Poland 16.8 19.6 
Slovakia 28.3 26.1 
Hungary 22 . 9  18.3 
Bulgaria 39.0 40.8 
Eastern Europe 20.6 22.7 
the wes tern countries 9.4 15.1 
The above-stated data shou ld be seen within the context of the significant change in 
tendencies in  Bu lgarian society, compared to those of 199 1 .  I n  spite of al l this, this analysis 
confirms some of the conclusions regarding ethnic tolerance. Comparing tolerance towards the 
members of a marginal ized m inority group in Bu lgaria, such as Romanies are, with a s imilar 
group in the USA,  such as black Americans were during the period of the 50-70s (Table 2 1 )  we 
come to d iscouraging conclusions: the general attitude of Bu lgarians towards Romanies is at the 
level of the negat ive attitude of white Americans from the southern states towards Negroes at the 
beginning of the 60s. 
Table 2 1  
Tolerance to ward' the memlwrs of a mary,inalized minority in Bulgaria and in the USA 
"Would you let your child he in a class where:" 
% negat ive answers 
B l J I .Ci A R I A  
Bulgarians Turks Bulgarian 
Muslims 
1992 1994 1992 1994 1992 1994 
1 .  There a re o n l Y  a f ev.· 
Roman i e s  4 1 . 7  30.1 24.1 14.0 37.1 22.5 
-, Half o f  L h •_· c l a s s  a !. , .  - .  
Roma n i e s  85.9 7 3.8 7 1.8 50.0 74.7 60.0 
3. More t han ha l f  o f  t h e  
c l a s s  a r e  Rornan e i s  89.9 82.2 82.2 62.7 82.4 7 1.1 
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THE USA 
(% white Americans who answered negatively to the above-stated question) 
Parents from the northern states Parents from the southern states 
1 963 1 965 1 966 1 969 1 970 1 963 1 965 1 966 
1 .  There are a few 1 0  7 6 6 6 6 1  3 7  24 
Negroes 
2. Half of the class 33 28 32 28 24 78 68 49 
are Negroes 
3 .  More than hal f  53  52 60 56 5 1  86 78 62 
are Negroes 
(the data on the USA are taken from P. Armbuster, D Yokelson, The Forgotten Americans, New 
York and New Rochelle : Arlington House, 1 972), p. 349. 
The level of intolerance among Turks and Bulgarian Musl ims towards Romanies, although 
lower, measured through this method, is sti l l  very high . We come to an analogous resu lt when 
analyzing the possibility of voting for a member of a marginalized m inority in Bulgaria and in 
the USA (Table 22). 
Table 22 
Readiness to vote for a member of a marginalised minority in Bulgaria and in the USA 
" I f  the party you favor promotes a suitable (competent, creditab le) candidate at the next 
regional elections, will you vote for him/her if he/she is a Romany/Negro?" 
% n egative an swers 
BULGAR I A  USA 
1 969 
2 1  
46 
54 
Bulgarians Turks Bulgarian 1958 1965 1969 1978 1983 
Mus l ims 
1 992 1 994 1992 1994 1992 1 994 
81.7 68.3 54 . 2  31 . 8  57 .2 4 3 . 0 53 34 2 3  18 
(the data on the US A arc taken from P. Armhuster, D. Yokelson , op. cit. , p.350, and from 
William ( i .  Mavcr, The Changing American M ind : I low and Why American Publ ic Opinion 
Changed between 1 960 ind 1 988,  (Ann Arbor: The University of M ich igan Press, 1 992), p.366.) 
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16 
1 970 
1 6  
43 
69 
1987 
13 
The number of Bulgarians who are not wi l l ing to vote for a Romany is h igher than the 
number of Americans who d id not want to vote for a Negro towards the end of the 50s. Only 
among Turks can th is number be compared with the results in the USA of the m id 60s. 
The comparative analysis of tolerance towards a certain form of behavior, considered as 
deviant, is not so categorical with regard to the place of Bulgaria among the developed countries. 
Tolerance towards certain forms of behavior (e.g. homosexuality) is very low, and towards others 
considerably  h ighter (Table 23).  
Table 23 
Tolerance towards homosexuality, · adultery and abortion 
% of the expressed tolerance on a 1 0-grade scale 
Homosexua l i ty Adu l t ery 
E a s t e rn Europe 9 . 1  5 . 5  
the wes t e rn wor l d  1 3 . 9  3 . 5  
Bul garia 3 . 8  12 . 0  
Abort ion 
1 5 . 6  
1 4 . 5  
2 7 . 4  
(the data are taken from P. Ester, L. Halman, R .  de Moor, The I ndividualizing Society: Value 
Chan�c in Europe and North America, (Pittsburgh : Pittsburgh University Press, 1 993). 
The att itude of the adul t  Bulgarian popu lation towards adultery and abortion is equal to 
that in one of the most l i bera l western countries in th is regard, France. These resu lts are also 
confirmed by the above-stated ana lys is .  I n  the general democratic average values, there arc 
tendencies among the Bu lgarian popu lation towards greater restrictiveness than in the developed 
western democrac ies. The case of the attitude towards the death penalty is the same. 
B) The Balkan Context 
The B u lgarian s i t uation can a lso be com pared to the state in some other Balkan countries. 
During 1 994. the B BSS Gal!Ufi International made surveys in A lbania, Romania, and Macedonia. 
They incl uded indicators wh ich eval uated inter-ethnic tensions, and wh ich were used in the survey 
"Relat ions of Compat ib i l ity and I ncompat ib i l i ty Between Christians and Musl ims in Bulgaria" 
conducted at the same t ime, and in the research of the Lam brakis Foundation conducted in Greece 
in 1 993 .  One o f" the questions requ i red from the respondents to determ ine on a 1 0-grade scale 
· their sym pathy for or avers ion to the basic m inority groups in their own countries, as wel l  as to 
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some neighboring people. The data obtained were from Romania, Albania, M acedonia, Greece, 
and Bulgaria. (Table 24.) 
Table 24 
Sympathy for or aversion to the basic ethnic groups in some Balkan countries 
(generalized data, obtained on a I 0-grade scale) 
ROMAN IA 
Hungarians Romanies Germans Jews Rus s i ans Bulgarians 
Sympathy 25 4 6 6  4 0  24 4 1  
Neutral 12 7 14 1 9  1 9  20 
Avers ion 5 6  84 1 3  3 1  4 7  23 
I don ' t  
know/no 
answer 7 5 7 1 1  1 0  1 5  
ALBAN I A  
Greeks Romani e s  Vlachs Macedonians Bul ga r i ans Serbs 
Sympathy 24 6 1 5  1 3  22 7 
Neutral 15 1 9  29 2 0  22 3 
Aver s i on 5 9  7 3  5 2  5 8  4 7  8 6  
I don ' t  
know / n o  
answer 1 l :) 8 9 4 
\ L\ C T I H l '\I .:\ 
. .  
Alban l a n : ·  Poma n l e o: Tu r k !: Vlachs Bul gar i ans S e rbs Jews 
Sympa t hy 3 1 :: : � '  22 4 2 5  7 ' . .  
Neutral 8 I � .  · · "  �, ·� 32 1 5  2 5  2 0  
Avers i on 8 . . ! ' · ' ·  ' 4 4  7 8  4 7  6 0  
i 
I don ' t i I know / no l answe r ., 1 1 0 12 
Macedonians 
Sympathy 14 
Neutral 2 9  
Avers i on 5 3  
I don ' t  
know/no 
answer 1 
MACEDONIA 
( data on Albanians ) 
Romanies Turks Vlachs 
12 5 8  1 1  
22 1 6  3 0  
6 5  24 4 4  
1 0 14 
G R EECE 
Bulgarians Serbs Jews 
4 0 2 
22 0 8 
6 1  9 8  9 1  
12 0 0 
S l avs Romani e s  Jews Mus lim f rom Wes tern Albanians 
Thrace 
Sympathy 1 6  2 0  1 5  1 1  8 
Neut ral 27 2 1 21 1 6  1 3  
Ave rs i on 3 8  5 5  5 7  6 2  7 5  
I don ' t  
know/no 
answer 1 8  4 7 1 1  4 
B l J LG J\ R I A  
( 1 1 61 general s amp l e )  
T�l ! ' k  ;� R oma ni es Bu l ga r i an Jews Aromani ans Rus s i ans 
Mu slims 
Sympathy . .  , - .., ..,  24 24 4 5  - ·- ,.:. L.  
Neu tral . ,  3J  4 2  3 4  3 4  32 
Ave rs i on . ,  ' t ' 1 5  6 5 5 . .  .) ' 
I don ' t  .. 21 3 6  3 7  1 8  
know/no 
answe r  
O n  the  b:hh " ' these d a t a .  ' ' I l L' c a n  d rav. . fi rst of al l ,  general conclusions for a l l  the 
Bal kan countrie� -. u n  n nl 
- I n  thL· L·, , u n t  r i L''  s u n  L'� n l  t hLTL' h. !-!en era l ly. a considerable avers JOn, which is an 
expression of str,Hl).! l l L').!at 1\ L' att  J t udc-. I l l \\ a nl s .  the basic m inority commun ities in these countries. 
- I n d i fferent  ' " l l l l tncs .  t h e· lkc· l a rnl a\ crs1on towards d ifferent m inorities varies in a broad 
range. 
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- Romanies are the group which is the object of strong aversion i n  a l l  the countries 
surveyed. With regard to the degree of declared aversion to Romanies, Romania  takes the first 
place and Bulgaria takes the last. I f, however, the attitude towards Romanies is evaluated more 
complexly, also bearing in m ind the level of sympathy, Greece would be behind Bu lgaria. 
In Romania, the strongest aversion is that to Romanies, and the weakest is that to 
Germans. The Romanies are fol lowed by H ungarians and by Russians. N o  doubt, the attitude 
towards these two groups is a product of h istory and is related to the agreements which declared 
Transylvania, contrary to the interests of Hungary, as Romanian territory, and which also separated 
some historical territories from Romania in favor of the Soviet Un ion . These h i storical ly-produced 
confl icts have provoked heated publ ic debates in Romanian society in the past years. They have 
also been revived by the attitude of the official authorities in Hungary, and by the conflict in  
Moldova, and have undoubted ly affected the attitude of  the majority of  the population towards 
Hungarians and Russians. 
Tht.: most hated in A l ban ia, for understandable reasons, are Serbs but, general ly speaking, 
the degree of declared aversion to a l l  the basic ethnic m inorities is high .  The Serbs are 
immediately fol lowed by Roman ies. There is also strong aversion to Greeks for, as i t  seems, the 
comparatively high degree of sympathy for them is a result of the s ignificant number of Greeks 
surveyed. Comparative ly the best pos ition is that of the Bulgarians, the group with which d irect 
contact i n  A !bani a is most restricted . 
I n  Macedon ian soc i<.:t� . the  aversion t(' other ethn i c  groups is strong. The two basic 
components. the Macedonians and the A l ban ians, arc very bad ly d isposed towards each other, and 
th<.: dec lared aversion of th<.: Macedon ians to the A lban ians (wh ich is the strongest of any of the 
a\'ers ions to other m i norit� l:!roups ) has fi1r exceeded the aversion of the A lbanians to the 
M acedon ians .  Wi th  regard to th<.: level  of aversion, Bu lgarians directly fol low the A lbanians. 
Compared to  al l  the other countries. Bu lgarians fee l  the strongest aversion to the Macedonians in 
Macedon ia. who ar<.: o ffic ia II� consi<kr<.:d i n  Bu lgaria as peopl e  of Bulgarian nationality. This is  
probably the saddest resu l t  ofthe pol ic�  o f  en l il:!htcn ing and annexation by means of the club and 
t h<.: quarre l .  a pol icy th<.: f;1 i l ur<.: pf wh ich in the "r<.:format ivc process" seemed to have led a very 
fe\\ peopk to t h i nk ing.  What has no doubt  contribut<.:d to this result is also official Macedonian 
propal:!anda. There ar<.: drast ic d i fkrenccs in th<.: att i tude of Macedon ians and A lbanians in 
Macedon ia  towards Turks, d i fferences wh ich ar<.: certa inly a result of rel igious, h istorical and 
cu l t ura l  i n f luences.  The most drast ic d i fTerences arc those in the attitude towards Serbs, for which 
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M acedonians express the strongest sympathy, whereas A lbanians express almost a hundred per 
cent aversion . A lso impressive are the strong anti-Semitic feelings among Albanians. 
The object of Greeks' strongest aversion are A lbanians, represented in  Greek society as 
migrant workers, but also through the h istorically-provoked conflict with A lbania  regarding the 
rights of the Greek minority in that country. Another minority which is a traditional object of 
avers ion, is that of the Muslims from Western Thrace. There is also strong latent anti-Semitism 
in Greek society. 
Compared to some of the Balkan states surveyed, the situation in Bulgaria seems to be 
somewhat better, at least with regard to the declared sympathy for and aversion to basic m inority 
groups. With regard to the sympathy expressed for and aversion to Romanies, Bulgarian society 
is close to Greece, because both of them have lower degrees of declared aversion compared to the 
other countries surveyed. However, when the issue is their attitude towards a m inority such as 
the Turkish one, the status of which in Bulgaria is analogous to the status of the Muslims in 
Greece. The Bulgarians express greater acceptance. The expressed attitude towards Jews and 
A rm en ians in B u lgaria has no analogue regard ing the low degree of aversion in  the other Balkan 
states surveyed . 
A lthough h igh ly general, the ind icator which evaluates the general l evel of declared 
sympathy and aversion cannot be the absolute evaluator of inter-ethnic relations. This depends 
on the social recept iveness to the express ion of these feel ings as an element of the establ ished 
codex or bchav ious. which is d i fTercnt in d i rteren t  societies. 
I n  t h ree count ries. A l ban ia .  Bu lgaria. and Macedonia, data were obtained about the attitude 
towards vot ing fi.)r a mem ber or a minority group, promoted by his/her party (Table 25). 
Table 25 
"If the party nw (a\'()r promofes a suitahlc (competent, creditable) candidate at the next 
regional e/ecfions. ll·ill l'o/1 \'Ofc' j(Jr him/her if he/she is: " 
ALBAN I A  
G r e e k  Roma ny V l a ch Macedonian Bulgarian S erb 
Y e s  1 5  1 �  2 2  9 1 5 6 
No '/ (, 7 S  5 9  7 1  6 7  8 6  
I don ' t know/ 
no answer 9 1 2  1 8  1 9  1 8  9 
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BULGARIA 
( on the bas i s  o f  the s tochast i c  s amp l e  for the entire popula t i on )  
Bulgarian Jew Turk Romany Romany 
Mus l im Chr i s t ian Mus l im 
Yes 3 2  2 3  2 5  1 8  1 6  
No 4 9  5 0  5 7  6 2  6 4  
I don ' t  know/ 
no answer 1 9  2 7  1 8  2 0  2 0  
Albanian 
Yes 22 
No 72 
DK/NA 6 
Albanian 
Yes 1 1  
No 7 5  
DK/NA 14 
MACEDONIA 
( data on Macedoni ans ) 
Romany Turk Vlach 
26 25 3 8  
6 5  6 7  5 1  
9 8 1 1  
( data about the Albani ans ) 
Romany Turk Vlach 
5 4 8  6 
8 3  3 8  7 8  
1 2  14 1 6  
Bulgarian S erb 
1 8  3 1  
7 5  6 1  
7 8 
Bulgarian S e rb 
4 1 
9 0  9 9  
1 6  0 
The data obtained by m eans of this ind icator correspond to the data of the previous one. 
The att itudes towards voting for a member of a minority group in the countries surveyed create 
a hierarchy of inter-ethnic attitudes. which is, generally, speaking, the same as the h ierarchy of 
sympathy and aversion. An exception to this arc on ly the attitude towards Vlachs and Greeks in 
Albania. towards Serbs and Bulgarians in M acedonia, and towards Jews In Bulgaria. 
I n  the case of A l bania. i t  is obvious that the general attitude towards voting for a certain 
group is conditioned by the ex i stence or absence of a state where the group dom inates and which 
is observed as som e  kind of a threat to the secu rity of one's own state. For th is reason, the Greeks 
arc replaced by the Ylachs from the top of the hierarchy of sympathy and aversion. 
The s ituat ion in M acedonia i s  l�1vorablc as wcl l--Scrbs and Bulgarians occupy lower p laces 
in the hierarchy of attitudes towards voting, probably because of the feel ing of some kind of a 
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Jew 
25 
6 7  
8 
Jew 
3 
94 
4 
threat coming from the states in which they are dominant. In thi s  ind icator, the attitude towards 
Bulgarians, compared to the attitude towards any of the other groups, is m ost negative among the 
Macedonians i n  Macedonia. In thi s, Bu lgarians become the m ost negatively evaluated group. 
In the case of Bulgaria, the declared comparatively strong sympathy for Jews is somewhat 
"corrected "  by, genera l ly speaking, the negative attitude towards voting for Jews as representatives 
of their parties. I n  this regard, Jews are replaced in the h ierarchy by Bu lgarian Musl ims--a group 
for which the declared sympathy in Bulgarian society is m uch weaker than for the Jews. I t  is 
obvious that in Bu lgarian society, regardless of the general feeling of sympathy� there are also 
wide-spread prejudices concretely against the connection of Jews with the political class. 
C) Romanies from the comparative Balkan perspective 
The analysis of in ter-ethnic attitudes in several Balkan countries both on the level of 
sympathy and avers ion and on the level of attitude towards voting for members of the m inority 
groups in these countries reveals  that the Roman ies are the most rejected group. They are 
obviously mostly exposed to social prejud ices, the social distance from them is the greatest, and 
the restrictive att i tudes the strongest. They are also most threatened by discri m ination--it is natural 
that the strong tendencies towards rejecting are instrumental ized into discri minatory practices. 
There is no doubt that poverty among them is to a great extent a product of s imi lar practices. The 
"Romany problem " in Ba lkan and other societies deserves a separate analysis. 
In this regard. it wou ld be interest ing to analyse the stereotype of the Romanies m 
d ifferent Balkan states. One of the most typical. characteristic of not only the image of the 
Roman ies. but  a lso of the image of many rejected m inorit ies a l l  over the world, is the stereotype 
imposing personal respons ib i l ity for the social status of the members of the group. In A lbania, 
M acedon ia. Romania. and Bulgaria. the respondents were ask to approve or deny on a ten-grade 
sca le the statement that "the Roman ies have hard I ives because they are lazy and irresponsible." 
The general ized resul ts shew. . as in the other indicators, the data on Macedonians and Albanians 
in Macedonia separately (Table 26) .  
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Table 26 
"The Romanies have hard lives because they are lazy and irresponsible " 
% of all surveyed - on the basis of the stochastic extract for the entire population 
ALBANIA MACEDONIA ROMANIA BULGARIA 
Macedonians Albanians 
Completely 
agree ing 64 56 22 6 1  5 4  
Mainly agreeing 8 1 5  2 3  1 4  3 0  
I don ' t  
know/hes i tation 20 12 1 1  1 5  5 
Ma inly 
disagree ing 4 7 9 4 9 
Completely 
disagree ing 4 8 3 4  6 3 
The data reveal that the stereotype of the Gypsy-pariah (low-class Romany), whose hard 
l ife is d i rectly dependent on a personal refusal to achieve what the others do achieve because of 
his/her own laziness, i rresponsibili ty· and lack of self-control, the stereotype with which m il l ions 
of rejected people are faced every day in the world, is wide-spread in the Balkans, to an almost 
equal extent in all the count ries su rveyed.  An exception are only the Albanians in Macedonia, 
among. which the n u m ber of agree i n g.  is almost equal with the number of d isagreeing. The 
hypothesis of whether the larg.L· percent of neg.at i \'e answers in this case I s  more due to the refusal 
to accept the fi1ct that the 1\ , • rnall iL'S I I\ e a harder I i k than a m i nori ty commun ity the social status 
of which is also not rosy dnL·-..  -..hnuld he add i tllHlall� checked .  I n  the remaining cases, the higher 
the degree to which per ... nnal e l'li.lrb arc \ ie,, ed a ... the decis i ve factor of success, the more 
dom i nan t the stereotype. I t  ' '  the most '' ltk- ... pread 111  Bulgaria. 
Other two ind icator-, d hpla� the all i t  utk towards equali ty and the attitude towards granting 
spec i fic l ingu ist ic  rig.hh t. · t i l e  RornaniL''  In thL· fi rst case, the respondents in Albania, 
M acedon i a. Romania .  and 1 r �.·�.·, �.· \\ l TL' a -,kcd t • •  ;q.! rL'L' w i th or refuse on a five-grade scale the 
sta tement that "The R on l a l l l l. , , h . , t t ld  h.1\ �.· t i l �.· -,;l l l l l' n g.hts as they " (Table 27). 
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Table 27 
"The Romanies should have the same rights as we do 
% of al I surveyed 
ALBANIA MACEDONIA ROMAN IA GREECE 
Macedonians A lbanians 
Completely 
agreemg 70 36 32 28 68 
Mainly agreeing 5 23 3 1  25 1 0  
Neither agreeing. 
nor d i sagreeing 1 3  1 2  8 1 7  5 
Mainly d isagree ing 2 9 1 1  1 0  3 
Completely 
d isagreeing 7 1 4  8 1 6  1 2  
I don't knowlrw 
answer .., 6 1 0  4 3 -
Genera l ! \  s 1ca k i n o .  then: i s  a broad social consensus re g ard in  1 the i dea ot e g q ualit y of 
Roman ies in  a l l  four Balkan countries surveyed. The most restrictive attitudes are those expressed 
in Roman ia--the cou n t ry with the h ighest per cent of respondents who expressed aversion to the 
Romanies and most posi t ive att i tude is that in Greece--the country with the h ighest per cent of 
respondents who tkc l a red sym pa t h : . I n  t i l e  c a s e  of Macedon ia it becomes clear that the sharing 
( b) the MacedoJ 1 1 a 1 1 -.  1 • • r IHJn- shan l l !-!  ( h: t i lL· .-\ l ba n ians ) of the stereotype of the Gypsy-pariah has 
no i n fl u ence on a t t l l l l tk-. l o\\ ard" equa l i t : . 
I n  t h e  a n a l \ ' " '  rcgard m g  t h e  gra n t  i l l !!  of speci fic l inguist ic rights to Romanies, the 
respondents i n  A l h:t r l l . t .  \ l accdon 1 a .  1\ P n l a J l l a  a n d  ( i recce were asked to agree with or refuse on 
a five-grade sca i l'  t h v -. t a i L'n lcnl  t ha i  " t he R 1 1n 1 an ies should be al lowed to freely speak the ir  own 
language " (Ta b k  � l\  • 
Table 28 
"J'IJ.·  fl', •Ill .  I ' " • ' '  1 /ToT,i. i ' · .  , J!j, .. , ·, /  /11  (ree�1 · speak their own lanxuaxe " 
1 " , ,  P I  ;I l l  su rveyed ) . 
...  � : . b  ... \�: : ...... f'.1ACEDONIA ROMANIA GREECE 
r-: . .  · · ·don 1 a n s  Alba n i a n s  
Comp l e t e l y  . 4 1  5 5  3 0  6 7  
agre e i ng 
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Mainly agreeing 7 28 9 30 1 1  
Neither 
agreeing , nor 1 6  9 2 18 6 
disagree ing 
Mainly 4 5 1 7 4 
disagree ing 
Completely 
disagree ing 5 1 0  30 1 1  1 0  
I don ' t  know/no 
answer 3 5 3 4 3 
Here too, the social consensus regardi ng the granting of this specific right i s  broad i n  the 
Balkan states surveyed. The most l iberal attitude is again  that expressed in  Greece. The number 
of those who agree is the smal lest i n  Romania. There is an i mpressively l arge per centage of 
d isagreement among Alban ians in  Macedonia.  This is most probably due to the great i ntensity 
of the posed l i ngu istic problem in Macedonia precisely with regard to A lbani ans  and their requests 
for a separate statute within the framework of the Macedonian state. 
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RELIGION IN THE BALKANS 
Organizers: Sonia Kan ikova, Celia Hawkesworth, 
Department of East E u ropean Lang uages & Literature, SSEES 
Professor J udith He rrin, 
Center for Hellenic Studies, Kings College, London 
The Department of East European Lang uages and L iterature is organizing an interdisciplinary 
seminar series on religion and religious l ife i n  the Balkans. The seminar should begin in 
J a n uary 1 99 7  and run u n til the end of May 1 997.  It  should be possi ble for us to hold 1 0 -
1 2  meetings over this period (on Thursdays , 5 .30 p m ,  every forthnight). The seminar series 
should be fol lo wed by a two or three -day conference on the same topic in the summer of 
1 99 7 .  The s e m i na r  and the conference papers are to be published. Scholars interested in 
participating in the seminar and/or the conference should return the enclosed form as soon 
as poss i b l e .  
Seminar ;conference papers can relate t o  a n y  historical period or aspect of religion and 
re li gious life in the Balkans. Ideal ly,  al l  historical periods and all significant religious 
t rad i t io ns in the Balkans  should be covered , for example: pre-Christian religious traditions 
( M ithraism and t h e  m ys t e r y  cu lts; Thracian, Greek, Daco-Mysian and Slavonic magical and 
re li gious practices) :  C h r i s t i a n i t y  ( Christian isation of the Balkan peoples - ,  Eastern Orthodoxy, 
Roman Cat ho l i c is m .  Pro tes t a n t i s m ,  C h r i s t i a n  sects; Christian culture; monasticism; Christian 
m ys t i c i s m  ( e . g .  H esychasm);  C h r i s t ian heresies: Messalians, Armenian monophysites, 
Pa u l i c i a n s ,  a d o p t i o n is ts ,  d u a l is t  he res ies;  Ba lkan Christianity i n  the modern period); Islam 
( l s iJmisat ion of Ba lkan regions.  the d i ffus i o n  of Islam; development of Islam i n  Ottoman 
So u t h - Eastern E u rope; B a l k a n  I s l a m ic c u l t u re a n d  Islamic m ystical orders and sects); Judaism 
( t h e  spread a n d  i m pact of J ud a i c  re l ig i o n  i n  the Balkans, Jewish-Christian and Jewish-Islamic 
e ncou n t e rs ) .  So me specia l  aspects to be e xamined: Balkan adaptations of the universal 
re l i g ions;  fo rms o f  coe x is tence of the d i ffe re nt confessional  groups and the historical 
t ra n s fo r mat ions o f' t hese forms - .  i n t e rconfess i o n a l  relations in the Balkans through the 
c e n t u r ies:  r e l i g ious  t o l e ra n ce a n d  i n to lerance,  sources of tension, religion and daily life; the 
re l i g i o us c o n t e x t  of t h e  soc i o po l i t ica l  i n terac t i o ns ( i )  between the Balkan peoples , (ii)  between 
t h e e t h n i c  :-m d  con fess ional  gro u ps w i t h i n  B a l kan cou n tries; religion, language, nation and 
state  in t h e  Bal kans:  i n terco n fess ional  re lat i o ns in transition within a given period , especial ly 
i n  t h e  n i n e t e e n t h  and t h e  t w e n t i e t h  cen t u r ies: changes i n  the level of religious awareness; 
t h e  re l i g io u s  d i me n s i o n  of e t h n i c con fl icts .  impact of modern mass communications on 
re l i g io u s  a wa re n ess and at t i t u des .  
The organ izers w i l l  a lso welcome p:lPe rs by special ists who have carried out fie ld research 
i n to t h e  s tate  of re l i g io u s  a ffa i rs i n  t h e  Bal kans i n  the last decade .  
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